TC: Sustainable Energy Systems

Steps in developing the TC Proposal:

October 2009: During the SYROM Conference, the idea of a new TC was for the first time formulated;

January 2010: First draft of the proposal was submitted to the IFToMM Board;

February 2010: feedback received with valuable suggestions for improvement

August 2010: provisional approval by the IFToMM Boards; Announcement of the new TC delivered to all the IFToMM country and territorial members. The country and territorial members are invited to identify interested groups and to inform the IFToMM President and the initiator (Transilvania University of Brasov).

February – October 2010: Work in the provisional TC to define the proposal

November 2010: Open presentation of the final proposal in the IFToMM EC
The IFToMM EC approved the new TC

November 2011: TC meeting in Brasov, during CSE 2011 conference
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